Opportunities

Faculty

Training

Behavioral Neuroscience (Psychology)

Collaborations

Clinical Psychology

Community and Facilities

Be part of a vibrant community working
together to understand language plasticity
from multiple perspectives using state-of-the
art tools and approaches.

Funding

Receive a $30,000 stipend for two years and
normal departmental funding for 3 years, and
funding for travel, international training and
innovative research.

International Experience

Funded research internships with partners in
Spain, France, Finland, Israel, Japan, Taiwan
and more.

Diversity
We share NSF's mission to increase
participation in science by underrepresented
groups. UConn and our IGERT provide
mentoring and support systems for all Ph.D.
students, with particular attention to the
concerns of underrepresented groups. Women,
minorities, and Deaf individuals are especially
encouraged to apply!

Inge-Marie Eigsti, Deborah Fein

Developmental Psychology
Heather Bortfeld, Marie Coppola,
Nicole Landi, Letitia Naigles

Language & Cognition (Psychology)

Gerry Altmann*, Edward Large,
James Magnuson (PI), Kenneth Pugh (Co-PI),
Jay Rueckl, Whitney Tabor, Eiling Yee*
* Joining us in 2014

LANGUAGE
PLASTICITY

genes brain cognition computation

A National Science Foundation
IGERT Ph.D. training program

Linguistics

Andrea Calabrese, Diane Lillo-Martin,
Jon Sprouse, William Snyder (Co-PI)

Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Carl Coelho (Co-PI), Bernard Grela,
Emily Myers, Pradeep Ramanathan,
Erika Skoe, Tammie Spaulding,
Rachel Theodore

Haskins Labs / Yale Child Study Center
Elena Grigorenko

Want to join us?
To be considered for the IGERT training
program, contact IGERT faculty and check
out application details at our website.

I G E R T
INTEGRATIVE GRADUATE
EDUCATION & RESEARCH
TRAINEESHIP

)

Collaborate with leading linguists,
psychologists, communication disorders
scientists, geneticists, and neuroscientists at
UConn and Haskins Labs.

R. Holly Fitch (Co-PI),
Joseph LoTurco, Heather Read

))

Learn area-specific and interdisciplinary
approaches.

Haskins Laboratories )

))

UConn IGERT Ph.D. program in

LA N G UAG E
PLASTICITY
genes brain cognition computation
Synergy of Cognitive and
Biological Approaches to
Language Plasticity
It can take years or even decades for advances
in cognitive domains to impact biological
domains – and vice versa.
Much deeper understanding of language
plasticity will follow when cognitive and
biological scientists are able to work together to
consider the full context of gene-environmentneural-behavioral interactions that determine the
nature and development of language.
Advances in behavior genetics, computational
modeling, and cognitive neuroscience should
facilitate biological-cognitive links, but links
remain weak and rare. Why?
The main obstacle is lack of common
background that prevents cross-disciplinary
communication. Our training program breaks
down disciplinary boundaries and accelerates
cross-disciplinary transfer. We train scientists in
cognitive and biological domains sufficiently in
each other’s fields that they can work in
collaborative teams to develop a unified
cognitive-biological approach to language
plasticity.

Unifying Biological & Cognitive
Approaches

A Training Program to Achieve
Our Vision

We are training a new generation of scientists in
Linguistics, Psychology, Molecular and
Behavioral Neuroscience and Genetics,
Cognitive Neuroscience and Communication
Disorders to have:

đ Foundational courses bring trainees up to
speed in fundamental concepts,
terminology, methods, and theories in each
cognitive and biological discipline, and
cross-cutting tools like computational
modeling

đƫDeep specialist expertise in their
home Ph.D. domain
đƫCross-domain training sufficient for
understanding fundamental concepts,
terminology, methods, theories and
research literature in other domains
Enabling trainees to:
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biological disciplines to discover dynamic,
causal relations among genetic,
neurobiological, cognitive, and behavioral
activity and traits, and the physical and
cultural environment that shapes and is
shaped by the learner

đ Breadth mentors guide trainees in
research-based training
đ Innovation workshops with renowned experts
from industry and academia prepare
students to see beyond disciplinary and
methodological boundaries
đ Innovation grants provide trainees with
funds to launch their own team-based
collaborations
đ Short “primer” courses are developed by
faculty and students to keep pace with
rapid developments
đ Funding: generous stipends and travel
funding
đ International internships provide access to
expertise and instruments that complement
those at UConn & Haskins Labs, and provide
a global perspective on science

